




Company Overview
 FOCUSED ON KNOWING 
YOUR NEEDS WHILE PROVIDING 
THE HIGHEST LEVEL 
OF EXPERTISE. 

 

We are confident in our ability to provide professional services to 

you but just as important, is knowing why we are a perfect fit for you. 

It’s because we’re here to Listen, Analyze, and Execute innovative 

solutions that are specific to your business. We understand the need 

to make sure your projects create a sustainable and measureable 

return on investment. We believe in making you look good from start 

to finish AND for the long term.

 

Your Vision Matters.
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Design & Build

Multi-Faceted
approach to DESIGNING AND     
Building seamless Audio/Visual 
Solutions that YIELD 
tangible  benefits.
We believe in our ability to add value to your AV plans by 

possessing the skills to both design and build your sys-

tems. Understanding your strategy is one of the key

components in developing a system that produces

benefits  for  multiple  years  of  use.

.
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Vast Knowledge 

Integrated Systems 

Intuitive Multimedia Platforms 

State-of-the-Art Design 

Latest Engineering Software 

Operational
         Efficiency
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Services
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   Audio

   Video

   Lighting

   Camera Systems

   Digital Signage

   IT Networking Systems

   Engineering and Design

   Tech Support and Installation

We Deliver 
   by giving You 
Straight-to-the-Point 
 SOLUTIONS. 

Every client deserves to have a partner that ensures 

their projects are managed and executed with per-

fection. Our team focuses on attention to detail so 

that you don’t have to. We make recommendations 

that give you a return on your investment. 

 

Our expertise is diverse. And our world-class

service can make your audio, video, and communi-

cations initiatives both measurable and tangible to

you and your end clients.
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Case Study

Client: Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta (CHOA) 

 
Vision: CHOA was in need of multiple levels of support to 
ensure that their hospital ratings remained positively high which 
are driven by patient satisfaction. Hospital rooms which carry 
special televisions were a key to providing patients with a plea-
sureable and entertaining experience while at a CHOA facility.  
 
Solution: STC supported two facilities (Elgeston & Scottish 
Rites). Deployed Hospital Grade TVs, installed over 300 HCI 
units Commercial Grade TV’s and over 75 TV’s throughout both 
hospitals. Implementation of software upgrades to hospital room 
televisions including pillow remote hardware and software for 
conversation for the responder 5 nurse call systems was com-
pleted. The addition of the CHOA radio program plus the Media 
Sever – CHOA On Demand, deployment of 22” LCD screens 
with built-in DVD players were installed. STC also supported the 
launch of the CHOA Café’ Channel for patients.

Digital Displays

HCI Patient Television

Satellite Integration

We were able to 
provide support 
but even better, we 
provided fast track 
solutions that 
allowed for 99.9 
uptime.
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Case Study

Client: Bank of America 

 

Vision: The Southeast Regional Training Complex for 

Bank of America trains thousands of employees every 

year and their desire was to have a partner that could 

ensure 100% uptime of their training platform to eliminate 

delays or cancellations in training sessions. 

 

Solution: The team at STC was readily available by de-

ploying a core group of seasoned technicians to provide 

ongoing support throughout the year. Technical support 

was rendered for Project and LCD panels which are the 

most important tools for the trainers daily sessions. 
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Case Study

Client: Beulah Baptist Church 

Vision: Beulah Baptist Church constructed a new

$22 Million dollar worship center that holds 7,000 plus 

members and needed a multimedia, state-of-the-art

solution that would connect with the church body through 

an amazing experience while the message and vision of 

the church was being delivered. 

 

Solution: Systems Technology Corp. captured the vision 

then worked with architects to build a unique multimedia 

experience that gave clergy the ability to speak to the 

masses in creative and interactive way which comple-

ments the church, the message, and their worship. 



Client List
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p.  770-  414-  8111
www.stcofnga.com

STC  of  North  Georgia,


